Holman & Resident Research Day is Friday 5/3/2019.

Coverage is arranged from 12:00 pm to 7:30 pm

The fellows will cover both the junior resident floor pager as well as the senior pager for these services during this time.

**Thoracic:** Thoracic fellows  
**Vascular:** Vascular fellows  
**Transplant:** Transplant fellows  
**MIS:** Amelia Dorsey (MIS Fellow)  
**Colorectal:** Amelia Dorsey (MIS Fellow)  
**HPB:** Patrick Worth (HPB Fellow)  
**SO1:** Patrick Worth (HPB Fellow)  
**SO2:** Patrick Worth (HPB Fellow)  
**Endocrine:** Patrick Worth (HPB Fellow)  
**Breast:** Joseph Forrester or Aaliya Qazi (SICU Fellows)  
**ACS/Trauma:** Joseph Forrester or Alliya Qazi (SICU Fellows)  
**SICU:** Joseph Forrester or Aaliya Qazi (SICU Fellows)  
**General Surgery Consults:** Joseph Forrester or Aaliya Qazi (SICU Fellows)  

LPCH, SCVMC, VA, & Kaiser coverage is arranged by those site directors independently.